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word2vec, seriously? 

• You’re right, it’s not really ‘deep learning’ 

• But we need an account of representation in simple systems before 
we move on to richer, more complex systems

• And it’s one of the first widely adopted methods for generating word 
embeddings (SGNS)

• This is the first step in a much bigger project – so get in contact!
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A theory of representation for Deep Neural 
Networks
Assuming there is an objective fact about what a model represents a 
theory should…

1. Explain the role that representations play in computations

2. Constrain the kinds of representations we ascribe to models

3. Unify our methods of probing (e.g., cloze sentences, probing 
classifiers pruning, lottery tickets – all get at something)
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(Super Minimal) Teleosemantics

Not clear that a single approach to teleosemantics (e.g., consumer, 
varitel, informational) covers all models and layers

[G1] Systems contain mechanisms that produce and consume 
representations

[G2] The contents of those representations are determined in part by 
the functions of those mechanisms

[G3] The function of the mechanisms is to be explained in evolutionary 
terms 

[P1] in simple systems have both descriptive and directive contents 
(i.e., pushmi-pullyu representations) 
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Questions we should try to answer

1. Where are the mechanisms that produce and consume the 
representations? 

2. What are their functions?

3. Can we derive constraints on how proximal/distal the phenomena 
represented are?  

4. Does the framework make sense of any further semantic claims 
about the system? (e.g., why-questions at the computational level)
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Teleosemantics for Neural Language Models

Rong, X., 2014. word2vec parameter learning explained. arXiv
preprint arXiv:1411.2738. (slight modification)

One-hot encoding [0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, ….. 0]   embedding vector [0.2, 0.32, 1.1, 7.5,…. 6.46]  output distribution [0.8, 0.05… 0]
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Teleosemantics for Neural Language Models

Rong, X., 2014. word2vec parameter learning explained. arXiv preprint 
arXiv:1411.2738. (slight modification)
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• Calling the output of a softmax a probability distribution is 
a semantic claim (5. What allows us to make that claim?)

• Mechanisms (matrices) M and M’ have evolved to 
produce and consume representations

• Gradient descent satisfies teleosemantic conditions on a 
replication process: similarity, counterfactual dependence, 
nomological



Possible Representations in word2vec

1. Cosine similarity between vectors 

2. Vector Addition and Subtraction (e.g., Mikolov et al., 2013)

Captures conceptual relations

v(king) – v(man) + v(woman) ≈ v(queen)
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Possible Representations in word2vec

1. Cosine similarity between vectors 

2. Vector Addition and Subtraction (e.g., Mikolov et al., 2013)

3. Linear transformations capture scales (e.g., Grand et al. 2022)
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Grand, G., Blank, I.A., Pereira, F. et al. Semantic projection 
recovers rich human knowledge of multiple object features 
from word embeddings. Nat Hum Behav 6, 975–987 (2022). 10



Possible Representations in word2vec

1. Cosine similarity between vectors 

2. Vector Addition and Subtraction (e.g., Mikolov et al., 2013)

3. Linear transformations capture scales (e.g., Grand et al. 2022)

4. Dimensionality reduction capture structures (e.g., PCA maps) 
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https://towardsdatascience.com/how-to-draw-a-map-using-
python-and-word2vec-e9627b4eae34
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Possible Representations in word2vec

1. Cosine similarity between vectors 

2. Vector Addition and Subtraction (e.g., Mikolov et al., 2013)

3. Linear transformations capture scales (e.g., Grand et al. 2022)

4. Dimensionality reduction capture structures (e.g., PCA maps) 

5. Linear probes capture number etc. (e.g., Wallace et al. 2019)
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Possible Representations in word2vec

1. Cosine similarity between vectors 

2. Vector Addition and Subtraction (e.g., Mikolov et al., 2013)

3. Linear transformations capture scales (e.g., Grand et al. 2022)

4. Dimensionality reduction capture structures (e.g., PCA maps) 

5. Linear probes capture number etc. (e.g., Wallace et al, 2019)

Are any of these intentional representations within the framework? 
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Teleosemantics for Neural Language Models

Rong, X., 2014. word2vec parameter learning explained. arXiv
preprint arXiv:1411.2738. (slight modification)

Output layer represents a probability distribution 
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Teleosemantics for Neural Language Models

Rong, X., 2014. word2vec parameter learning explained. arXiv
preprint arXiv:1411.2738. (slight modification)

Embedding is a PPR: Directive to produce a probability distribution. Descriptive (distribution in data) 
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Teleosemantics for Neural Language Models

Rong, X., 2014. word2vec parameter learning explained. arXiv
preprint arXiv:1411.2738. (slight modification)
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Type in vocabulary



Everyone likes it when philosophers make…
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Everyone likes it when philosophers make…

Conjectures!!!
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Everyone likes it when philosophers make…

Conjectures!!!
• The development of purely descriptive representations has 

something to do with attention
• In particular, the shift from representing probability distributions to 

representing similarity relations occurred with the introduction of 
scaled dot-product attention in Vaswani et al., 2017

• This made implicit structural representational content exploitable
(Shea, 2014)

• We don’t understand this if we assume that these representations 
were already in word embeddings
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Rong, X., 2014. word2vec parameter learning explained. arXiv
preprint arXiv:1411.2738. (slight modification)

Millikan, R. G. (2005). Language: A biological model. Oxford 
University Press  

In conclusion…. these are the same thing
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Problems and Prospects

1. Improve account of misrepresentation (e.g. homonymy)

2. Account for optimization (e.g. hierarchical softmax and negative sampling)

3. Account for one-shot and few-shot learning (e.g. GPT)

4. Account for contextualized embeddings (e.g. ELMo)

5. Account for attention heads (e.g. BERT, GPT-2)

6. Account for generative pre-training (e.g. GPT)

7. Account for non-modelling tasks (e.g. NLI, sentiment analysis)

8. Does any LLM have purely descriptive representations? What accounts for the 
shift? 

9. How might the theoretical content ascribed to a stochastic measuring device 
relate to the teleosemantic content?
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